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SUR-LINK Paver Joint Sand
A proven combination of the perfect sand and organic binder. Which provides firm
joints for any paver job you may encounter. Simple for any homeowner and yet
worthy of any Professional.
1. Set the pavers completely according to the manufacturers specifications.
2. Spread a small amount of the SUR-LINK joint sand over the newly laid pavers.
3. With a firm push broom sweep the SUR-LINK joint sand into the joints between
pavers. Apply additional pressure as needed to ensure the sand completely fills the
joints.
4. Continue this process until all the joints are filled.
5. Once all joints are initially filled, go back over the surface and double check to ensure
ALL joints are COMPLETELY filled.
6. Gently sweep of the excess SUR-LINK joint sand from pavers.
7. Carefully clean up any additional SUR-LINK joint sand that has accumulated on the
job.
8. Carefully soak the installed area with LOW water pressure. High water pressure may
disperse sand in the joints.
9. Allow the water to penetrate throughout the joints. The water must reach all of the
sand in the joints in order for the binder to activate and be effective.
10. Allow ample time for the joints to dry before allowing any traffic. ( 3 to 8 hours may
be needed depending on the weather)
The Sur-Link Paver Sand is a water activated product, repeated exposure to heavy water may soften joints
which may lead to loose sand in joints.
The warranty of this product is restricted to the replacement of the goods if the product is found to be faulty
by the manufacturer.
CAUTION
This product is composed of fine sand particles and organic materials in a powder form. The manufacturer
recommends to wear a dust filter mask and eye protection during the handling of this product.

